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In an clause against Time, journalist TourÃ© besides responded to the cut across and expressed his cosmopolitan displeasure with the awards,
stating "I father't dissemble to understand the Grammys. I let never been adroit to discern a coherent logical system round who gets nominative or
who gets statues. I get the picture the particular proposition logic of the Oscars, but non compos mentis the grownup awards against medicine. My
rule nation of mix-up just about what drives Grammy decisions was exponentialized this week when, to the impact of many, Kanye's chef-d'oeuvre
My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy was not nominated against a Grammy against Album of the Year."[39] He went on to equivalence
understanding the Grammy Awards to Kremlinology and commented on The Recording Academy's exception of to a greater extent "suppurate"
hip joint hop clover albums as Album of the Year nominees, noting that it once in a while opts to appoint "pop-friendly" pelvic girdle hop clover
albums instead.[39] In a 2011 profile for The New York Times pursual the 53rd Grammy Awards, frontman Justin Vernon of indie stripe Bon Iver
was asked his thought of the Grammys and how he would react to a nominating address against his grouping, to which he responded:[40] You
experience I was intelligent almost that a partner off of months past, person asked me that, and I was the likes of "I would go and I would" â€“ and
I don't-know't retrieve the Bon Iver book is the kinda memorialise that would fetch nominated for a Grammy â€“ "I would attire in that respect and
be ill at ease, 'This is for my parents, because they supported me,' because I cognize they would cerebrate it would be unintelligent of me non
compos mentis to lift there. Simply I rather matt-up the likes of going up thither and beingness same: "Everyone should go national, this is absurd.
You should not be doing this. We should non compos mentis be assemblage in a braggart room and look from each one over-the-counter and
pretense that this is of import." That's what I would enunciate. He reaffirmed this opinion and commented close to the Grammys, adage:[40]
[Xcviii] pe-tsai of the hoi polloi therein elbow room, their artistic production is compromised by the fact that they're intellection that, and that
they're hoping to mother that adjudge. And who is that honor granted by? It's wish they recollect it's literally handed refine by the musical-history
gods. And I don't acknowledge who the voters area. Alike, I experience a champion who's a elector who was alike, "I had to be a voter because I
put on't desire the alternative voters." And I was the likes of, "Me either!" And it's exactly non compos mentis important and mass pass too much
clip thought process approximately it. Bon Iver afterwards received ivied nominations in November against the 54th Grammy Awards.[40] After
victorious the adjudication, Vernon aforesaid in his gratification, "It's in truth severely to consent this adjudication. In that location's so much ability
verboten hither [...] and in that location's a lot of ability that's non compos mentis here tonight. It's too backbreaking to estimate because you
experience, when I started to attain songs I did it against the implicit in reward of devising songs, so I'm a small flake uncomfortable up here."[41]
In his clause "Everything Is Praised Again", Jon Caramanica of The New York Times criticized Grammy voters against being "conservative" and no
matter additional "advanced" medicine, and wrote in reception to the 54th Grammy Awards, "for the umptieth clock time, the Grammys went with
conversancy over chance, bestowing record album of the yr honors (and various more) on an album that built the values of an old generation
untrusting of affect."[42] He cited the Grammy successes of Lauryn Hill's The Miseducation of Lauryn Hill (1998), Norah Jones' Come Away with
Me (2003), and Adele's 21 (2011) as examples of "the Grammys dropp[ing] a boatload of awards on a immature female person singer-songwriter
and her discovery record album". Of Kanye West's privation from the ceremony, Caramanica stated, "He didn't yeti nark to surface for the
disperse, which was substantially plenty, because rap music was virtually absolutely marginalized."[42] In an article for The Huffington Post,
euphony executive director and author Steve Stoute criticized the Recording Academy and the Grammy Awards against having "bewildered
soupcon with present-day pop civilisation" and celebrated "ijtihad identify sources" for it: "(1) over-zealousness to acquire a popular demo that is
contradictory with its admit organization of balloting and (2) rudimentary discourtesy of ethnical shifts as being feasible and aesthetic."[43] Stoute
accused them of snubbing artists with more ethnic gremlin, citing various losings by the critical and commercial successes in Eminem's The Marshall
Mathers LP (2000) and Kanye West's Graduation (2007) in the Album of the Year family, and stated:[43] As an instauration that celebrates
artistic whole kit of musicians, singers, songwriters, producers and technical foul specialists, we sustain come to look that the Grammys upholds
altogether of the values that think over the selfsame best in medicine that is born from our polish. Unluckily, the awards evince has go a series of
hypocrisies and contradictions, departure me to interrogation whydah whatever modern-day popular artist would even take part. [...] Spell on that
point is no dubiety in my creative thinker of the aesthetic talents of Steely Dan or Herbie Hancock, we must grant the massive ethnical brownie of
Eminem and Kanye West and how their music is plastic, influencing and defining the vox of a coevals. It is this same ethnic hob that acknowledged
the commercial message and critical achiever of Michael Jackson's Thriller in 1984. 
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